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Abstract 
The paper exhibits examples of paracompact spaces X with nonvanishing strong homology 
groups, while the (strong) homology groups with compact supports vanish. Moreover, all the Tech 
homology groups of X vanish. 
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1. Introduction 
Strong homology groups H,(X, A; G), for pairs of topological spaces (X, A), were 
defined by Yu.T. Lisitsa and the author in 1983 [5] (also see ([6,9]). For pairs (X, A), 
where A is normally embedded in X, e.g., if X is paracompact and A is closed, these 
groups satisfy all the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms [7,8,9,2]. Moreover, they are invariants 
of strong shape [7]. 
For compact metric spaces strong homology coincides with Steenrod homology [9] 
and for compact Hausdorff spaces, it coincides with homology theories developed by 
various authors (for a survey of results see [9]). In particular, it coincides with Massey’s 
homology [17] (see [3]). 
In the noncompact case, one also defines strong homology groups with compact 
supports pi(X, A; G) as direct limits of strong groups ?I,(K, K fl A; G), where K 
ranges over all compact subsets K 2 X, ordered by inclusion C. The homomorphisms 
H,(K, K n A; G) + zp(X, A; G), induced by inclusion, define a homomorphism 
p;(X, A; G) + ?&,(X, A; G). (1) 
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It is natural to ask if this homomorphism is always an isomorphism, i.e., does strong 
homology have compact supports? 
In 1141 a p-dimensional separable metric space X was exhibited, p > 0, which has 
the property that %?:]_, (X; z) = 0 and HI,_, (X; 75) = lim’ A, where A was a certain 
Abelian progroup. The continuum hypothesis implied that lim’ A # 0, giving thus a 
negative answer to the above question. Subsequently, Dow, Simon and Vaughan [I] 
showed that the question, whether lim’ A = 0 or lim’ A # 0, is ZFC-undecidable. 
Consequently, the question whether the example from [14] shows that the two theories 
differ, is also ZFC-undecidable. 
Recently, Giinther showed, without using the ZFC-axioms, that strong homology does 
not have compact supports 131. The example which enabled him to draw this conclusion 
is the pair (X,A), where X is the set of all countable ordinals and A is the subset of 
the limit ordinals of X. This subset is closed and normally embedded in X and 
H&X, A; z/2) + Ho(X, A; z/2) (2) 
is not an isomorphism. Notice that in Giinther’s example X is not paracompact. Moreover, 
dim X = 0 and therefore, the strong homology groups ??o(X, A; E/2) coincide with the 
tech groups [ 161. 
The purpose of the present paper is to produce (also using only the ZFC-axioms) 
more sophisticated cxamplcs, which improve Giinther’s example in several respects. In 
particular, we will establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. There exists (1 puucon~pact space X, all of whose strong homology groups 
with compact supports urd all Cech groups vmish, 
z;,(X;G) = 0, p E Z, (3) 
&,(X;G) = 0, p 3 0. (4) 
Nevertheless, in dimensions p > - I, all the strong homology groups with integer coef- 
,ficients are nontrivial, 
77,(X;Z) # 0, p 3 -I. (5) 
The construction uses in an essential way a collection of spaces, recently defined by 
the author and denoted by X(?n, rb, A) [IZ]. 
2. The spaces X(?n,, n, A) 
Let rrr 3 1, n 3 I, be integers and let (A! <) be an infinite directed set. In [ 121 
an inverse system X = X(,m, ?L, il) of CW-complexes X = (XX,PXX~, A) was defined 
as follows. Let (B”, *) denote the standard m-cell with a base-point * chosen on its 
boundary i3BTn = ,Y-‘. For each X E A and each increasing sequence of indices 
X0 < < A,, from il: let 
Let XX be the wedge of the collection of all XiO...,,L, X0 < . < A, (weak topology), 
xx = V X,l,...x,, . (2) 
Xll<.~~<X,, 
Furthermore, for X < X’, let p~xf : Xx! + Xx be the wedge 
of the mappings pi,:,‘,,,,, : x,l:...x,, -+ -%...A,) defined as follows. If X’ < X0 or if X’gXo 
and A$&, then P&,, is the identity mapping on Sm and B’” respectively. In the only 
remaining case, X’$Xa and X 6 X0, one has Xii...x,, = B”, but X,X ,,,,_ x, = Sm. In 
I 
this case, let p;,:,,,,, = 4, where 4: Bm + Sm is the mapping, which collapses the 
boundary of B” to the base-point * of Sm. 
Moreover, a space X = X(m., n, /1) and mappings pi : X + Xx, X E A, were defined 
as follows. As a set, X is given by the wedge 
x= V XX,,..& > 
x,<...<x,, 
where XX,,...~,, = B”, for all increasing sequences X0 < . < A, in il. 
PX = V P?,,...x,, 1 
XO<~~~<X,. 
x 
where P?, ,... x,, : XX,~...X,, + XA,l,,,A,L is given by 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
X is topologized by taking for a basis of the topology the collection of all sets 
(PA)-’ (VA), where X E il and VA is an open subset of Xx. 
We now quote some results from [12] (see Theorems 6 and 4). 
Lemma 1. X = X(m, n., A) is an inverse system of CW-complexes. The space X = 
X(Tn, 71, A) is paracompact and the mappings px : X + Xx, X E A, dejine a resolution 
p:X +X in thesenseof [IO] (alsosee [l-5]). C onsequently, X is the inverse limit of X. 
Moreover; the leaves XX”...X, are closed in X and inherit from X the usual topology 
of Bm. 
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Lemma 2. rfX = X( m, n, A) and the cojinality cof(A) = k&--~, then the nth derived 
limit of the m,th homology with integer coefficients 
lim’“H,(X; Z) # 0. (7) 
3. Homology with compact supports of X(7n, 7~: A) 
Theorem 2. Let A be a cofi’nite uncountable directed set, e.g., the set of all finite subsets 
of an uncountable set. Then all strong homology groups with compact supports of’ the 
space X = X(m, n, A) vanish, 
??;(X; G) = 0. (1) 
Proof. The union of a finite collection of leaves Xx,,...,,, of X is homeomorphic to the 
wedge B”V...VB”, which is a contractible space. Therefore, its strong groups vanish. 
Consequently, the assertion of Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let A and X be as in Theorem 2. Then every compact subset K C X is 
contained in the union of a finite collection of leaves of X. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e., that there is a sequence of different n,-tuples 
(X8,. . . , A:,) and there is a sequence of points zi E K n (X,;,,.,:, \{*}), i = 1,2, 
Since A is cofinite, for each i, the set M” of all predecessors of Xg is finite. Therefore, 
M = U, Mi is also a countable set. Since lAj > No, there exists a X E A\M. Clearly, 
for each i, X $ Mi, i.e., X $ Xi. Consequently, by 2(l), 
(X;; ,._. /,;,I *> = (BTn> *I = (XA;~...A;~, *) 
and, by 2(6), I$;~,,,,, 71 = id, for all i. Therefore, the points px(zi) = pib,,,x:,(zi) = zi 
belong to a sequence of different leaves Xi,,.,x, \{*} of Xx. This is a contradiction, 
because all the points pi belong to the cokp:t set PA(K), which must be contained 
in a finite subcomplex of XX, hence, in the union of a finite collection of leaves of Xx. 
Remark 1. The same argument proves that, for any homology theory, the homology 
groups with compact supports of X vanish. In particular, the singular homology groups 
and the tech homology groups with compact supports vanish. 
4. tech groups of X(711, n, A) 
The tech homology groups firj(X; G) of a space X can be defined as the inverse 
limits of the inverse systems of Abelian groups H,,(X; G), where p: X + X is an 
HPol-expansion of X (see [ 15, Chapter II, 5 3.11). In particular, one can use as p any 
resolution of X consisting of CW-complexes (see [ 15, Chapter I, 5 6, Theorem 21). 
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Theorem 3. For X = X( m, n, A), X = X(m, n, A) and any p, 
l&(X; G) = 0. (1) 
Proof. First note that Lemma 1 implies 
gP(X; G) = lim H,(X; G). 
Next note that, by 2(2), 
(2) 
&(Xx;G) = @ &((X,X,,...,~P);G). (3) 
XCl<~..<X,, 
Since Hp((STn, *); G) = H,((B”, *); G) = 0, for p # m, one concludes that 
&(Xx; G) = 0, P # m, (41 
and thus also H,(X; G) = 0. Hence, (1) holds, for p # m.. 
For p = m, note that H,((Sm, *); G) = G, Hm((Bm, *); G) = 0 and therefore, (3) 
implies 
K,(Xx; G) = @ G. (5) 
x<xo<...<x,, 
Moreover, by 2(3), px,~~# : ff,,(Xx~; G) + H,(XX; G), A < A’, is the natural inclusion. 
Let 0 = (a~) E lim H,(Xx; G) and let (YA E H,(Xx; G) be contained in the subgroup 
of H,, (XX; G)! obtained by summing up copies of G over a finite collection of sequences 
x;, < “. < X” i, i = 1,. . , k. Choose X’ E II so that X’ > X, Xh, . . , Ai. Then the 
corresponding summands do not appear in H,(Xxt ; G). Therefore, QA = part (ox!) = 0, 
which shows that cr = 0, i.e., (1) holds also for p = m. 
5. Strong groups of X(m., 2, il) 
Originally, the strong homology group H,(X; G) of a space X was defined as the 
strong homology group H,(X; G) of a cofinite inverse system X of ANR’s such that 
X admits a resolution p: X + X. It was later shown that one can also use resolutions 
consisting of CW-complexes (see [ 13, 5 31 or [ 11, Theorem 51). Therefore, for X = 
X(m, n,, il) and X = X(m, n, A) one has 
&(X; G) = H,(X; G). (1) 
Strong homology groups of an inverse system X = (X~,pxxt, A) are defined as 
homology groups of the total complex associated with a certain double chain complex. 
One defines also a sequence of groups E;I,‘(X; G), T > 0, called the &ch groups of 
height I-, beginning with the usual Tech group 
ii,“(X; G) z lim H,(X; G). (2) 
These groups are related by exact sequences, discovered in 1984 by Miminoshvili [lg] 
(for a proof see [14,13] or [19]). 
. + fii;f(X; G) + lim’H,+,.(X; G) + fi;;(X; G) 
+ fii;-‘(X; G) + lim“+‘Hr,+,.(X; G) + , 
0 + lim’ Ei,*+, (X; G) + pr,(X; G) + lim fi; (X; G) + 0, 
where fiG(X; G) denotes the inverse sequence 
ti;(X; G) = fi;(X; G) t...t~~-‘(X;G)t~~(X;G)t.... 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Lemma 4. If X is an inverse system of CW-complexes of bounded dimension, then, for 
all P, 
H,(X; G) z lim I$(X; G). (6) 
Proof. For any given p, and T sufficiently large, p + 1 + T exceeds the dimension of all 
Xx, X E il. Therefore, H,+i+,.(Xx; G) = 0, X E il, which implies H,+i+r(X; G) = 0, 
and a fortiori, 
lim’+‘H,+i+,(X;G) = 0. (7) 
It now follows from (3) that 
I;a’+i (X; G) + fi;;; (X; G) (8) 
is an epimorphism, for all sufficiently large T. Consequently, the sequence E;lp*+, (X; G) 
has the Mittag-Leffler property. However, it is well known that the first derived limit of 
such a sequence vanishes (see, e.g., [ 1.5, Chapter II, 5 6.2, Theorem lo]). Therefore, (4) 
yields the desired conclusion (6). 
Lemma 5. If X = (XX, PAXI, A) is un inverse system of spuces indexed by a directed 
set A of cojinality cof(A) = N,,_i, n. 3 1, then, for any P and any T 3 n, there exists 
an epimorphism 
lim fiG(X; G) + fii-‘(X; G). (9) 
Proof. It is well known that limS H = 0, for any inverse system of Abelian groups H, 
indexed by A, and any s > n + 1 (see e.g., [4, Corollary 3.21). Therefore, by (3), 
ri,‘(X; G) + Z?;-‘(X; G) (10) 
is an epimorphism, for any T 3 72. Consequently, all bonding homomorphisms in the 
sequence 
fi;-‘(X;G) t fi;(X;G) t ... (l l) 
are epimorphisms and thus, the prolections of the limit group limfiG(X;G) to any 01 
the terms of (11) is also an epimorphism. 
Theorem 4. Let X = X(m,2,/1) und X = X(m:2,A), Mlhere cof(A) 
Then the strong groups 
H7,-2(X; q # 0, %-2(X; Z) # 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, 
Iim*H,,(X; Z) # 0. 
By (2) and Theorem 3, 
fii,l,_,(X;Z) zlimH,,,_i(X;Z) =O. 
Therefore, for T = 2 and p = rn, - 2, (3) yields the exact sequence 
0 + lim’H,,(X; Z) + fii,‘,_2(X;E). 
Hence, (I 3) implies 
Ei,‘,,-2(X; ;z) # 0. 
20 I 
HI! 7n 3 1. 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
Applying Lemma 5, for n, = 2, p = m - 2 and T = 3, one concludes that there is an 
epimorphism 
lim HT*nP2(X; Z) + I;r,‘,-,(X; Z). 
Consequently, (16) implies 
(17) 
lim HA_* (X;Z) # 0. 
Now (1) follows by applying Lemma 4. 
6. Proof of the main theorems 
Combining all previous theorems we now obtain our main technical result. 
Theorem 5. Let X = X(m, n, A), m 3 I, where A is a cojinite directed set of cojinali~~ 
cof(A) = Ni. Then X is a paracompact space of dimension dim X = ml. All tech 
homology groups and all strong homology groups with conzpact supports qf X vanish. 
Nevertheless, 
H,,--2(X; Z) # 0. (1) 
Proof. It only remains to show that dim X = m,. Since X admits a resolution consisting 
of spaces XX of dimension dimXx < m, it follows that dimX < m (see e.g., [ 15, 
Chapter I, 5 6.2, Theorem 41). On the other hand, X contains copies of BTn as closed 
subsets and therefore, dim X > m,. 
Remark 2. That Tech homology does not have compact supports was shown in 1953 
by an example due to Mishchenko [20]. 
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Corollary 1. The space X = X (1,2, A) is paracompact, dim X = 1 and 
P_, (X; Z) # 0. (2) 
Remark 3. The phenomenon that strong homology groups in negative dimensions need 
not vanish was first demonstrated in [ 141. However, the proof depended on the continuum 
hypothesis. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let A be a cofinite directed set with cof(A) = Nt . For each m 3 1, 
put x, = X(,m, 2, A) and let X be the topological sum (coproduct) 
x= uxm. 
maI 
(3) 
Clearly, X is an infinite-dimensional paracompact space. Since fiP(Xm; G) = 0, for 
each m, and the Tech homology is additive (see [ 14, 5 7]), the Tech groups of X also 
vanish. 
In order to prove that the groups with compact supports vanish, notice that every 
compact subset K C X is the finite sum of a collection of compact subsets K,, & 
X VL, m = 1, . , k. Since strong homology is additive with respect to finite sums, one 
concludes that 
Z,(K; G) = 6 H,(K,; G). (4) 
However, by Theorem 2, every class cr, E Ep(K,; G) admits a compact set K&, such 
that K,, C Kk C X, and the homomorphism p,(K,; G) -+ EP(Kk; G) annihilates 
QI,,. Therefore, every class Q from H,(K; G) is annihilated by the homomorphism 
inducedby K C K,‘u...uK:,. 
Finally, since X, is a retract of X, H,_z(X,;Z) is a direct summand of 
H,-2(X; Z). Consequently, by Theorem 5, z,_z(X; Z) # 0, for all m 3 1. 
Problem 1. Is there a separable metric space X, whose strong homology groups and 
strong homology groups with compact supports differ? 
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